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Woodley White
Curated by Evonne M. Davis

"Woodley White depicts everyday ephemera translated through the lens of his artistic vision. Through his subject matter and varied color palette Woodley finds a poetic voice in the everydayness of these objects and symbols. The repetition of shape, color, texture, and specific objects gives us a glimpse into Woodley's world"
- Evonne M. Davis

Woodley White is represented by Art|Works, a program of Community Integrated Services, Philadelphia, PA, that provides professional support to working artists with disabilities.

www.cisworks.org
Woodley White (b. 1983) creates artwork that shows a keen eye for detail and a passion for his subject matter. It is not uncommon for Woodley to draw the same subject hundreds of times across all media and on various surfaces. Each aspect of Woodley’s work is deeply considered, from the placement on the page to the intense line quality. The repetitive nature of his work conveys Woodley’s passion for his subject matter and the focus of his observation. White’s work has recently begun to include portraits of people found in books and magazines. White has shown his work throughout Philadelphia, including exhibitions at AIRspace and the InLiquid exhibition space at Crane Arts.
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